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Abstract— Knowledge discovery has been an interesting area of research due to its various applications. 

Traditionally, frequent pattern mining plays an important role. Generally, infrequent items within the dataset 

are ignored. Infrequent Itemset mining is a variation of frequent itemset mining where rarely occurring patterns 

are discovered. This paper tackles the issue of discovering rare and weighted itemsets, i.e., the infrequent 

weighted itemset (IWI) mining problem. Also high utility itemsets are discovered using UP Growth algorithm. 

Proposed system not only considers the frequency of the itemsets but also considers the utility associated with 

the itemsets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

“We are living in information age‖ is a popular saying. Large amount of data is stored into the computer. The 

explosive growth of data has led to the birth of data mining. Data mining also known as data or knowledge 

discovery is the process of identifying data from different views and getting the useful information[4] . There is 

need of the tools which automatically extract knowledge from data. The term knowledge discovery deals with 

the automatic discovery of information or knowledge within the collection of large databases. Data Mining is 

technique discovers interesting patterns among the large amount of data. It makes the analysis of data from 

many different dimensions. It may categories it and identifies the relationships between various data. Data 

mining is used for automatic discovery of the hidden valuable patterns and relationships from huge volume of 

data stored in databases for better business decisions making. Mining useful patterns hidden in a database plays 

an important role in several data mining tasks. 

 

1.1 Frequent Itemset Mining: 

Frequent itemsets, as name suggest, are the sets of items often occurring frequently in transactional dataset.eg 

computer and antivirus software are frequently brought by customer together. It leads to discovery of the 

association rules from the datasets. Frequent itemsets are appearing with frequency more than a user-specified 

threshold. 

 

1.2 Infrequent Itemset Mining: 

Infrequent itemsets are the sets of items often occurring rarely in transactional dataset.eg computer and laptop 

software are rarely brought by customer together. Patterns that are rarely found in database are considered to be 

uninteresting and are ignored by many traditional techniques but they can be used for discovery of the unusual 
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behavior from the datasets, identifying relatively rare diseases, finding associations between infrequently 

purchased items in the market basket domain and predicting equipment failure like if {Fire = Yes} is frequent, 

but {Fire = Yes, Alarm = On} is infrequent, then the alarm system probably is faulting [1]. In medical field, 

researchers spend more time on studying an abnormal case rather than checking the millions of records of 

healthy people the study of finding a better treatment approach for a special disease. 

 

1.3 Utility Mining: 

To improve the quality of ARM technique there is need to consider the utility of items. Utility Mining is helpful 

in finding the utility which is a measure to find the usefulness or profitability of an itemset[16].The utility of 

item means its contribution towards the business profit or quantity of the item sold, etc. Hence Utility mining 

focuses on identifying the itemsets with high utilities. Many practical situations shows that rare itemsets have 

high utilities provide very useful insights to the user. For example, in a market analysis, customers purchase 

washing machine rarely as compared to washing powder, shampoo, soap. But this transactions yield more profit. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Apriori algorithm was proposed by R. Agrawal et al in [28] which is used to obtain frequent itemsets from the 

database. MINimal Infrequent Itemsets (MINIT) is the first algorithm designed specifically for mining minimal 

infrequent itemsets [2]. MINIT computes both minimal and non-minimal (unweighted) infrequent itemset 

mining from unweighted data which is based on SUDA2 algorithm and also proved that the minimal infrequent 

itemset problem is NP-complete problem. 

[10] has purposed a way to find out weights of items and weights of transactions without pre-assigned weights 

in the database. The w-support gives the significance of item sets based on the weights, which differs from the 

traditional support in taking the quality of transactions into consideration. An Apriori-like algorithm then 

extracts association rules whose w-confidence and w-support are above some given thresholds specified by user. 

ARANIM algorithm mines rare and non-present itemsets in [7]. Non present items are used to detect what is 

missing in defective process. Also author proposed an approach based on rare patterns to detect suspicious uses 

and behaviors in the context of a Web application. 

The author proposed algorithm in [1] finds the infrequent patterns and non-present patterns but it does not 

consider any pruning strategy. IFP_min algorithm in [3] uses concept of residual tree to reduce computation 

time which recursively mines the minimally infrequent itemsets (MIIs) by dividing the IFP-tree into two sub-

trees called projected tree and residual tree[3].  

Podpecan et al suggested Fast Utility-Frequent Mining (FUFM) algorithm for finding all utility-frequent 

itemsets within the given utility and support constraints in [12]. TPHURI i.e. Transaction Profitability using 

HURI algorithm used to discover profitable transactions consisting of high utility rare items [16].  

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

3.1 Problem Statement: 

To develop a system for discovering high utility infrequent itemsets from transactional database efficiently. To 

find the infrequent items in a transactional database is a main task. It results the itemsets whose occurrences is 

less than threshold value. For that purpose we are proposing IWI algorithm which finds infrequent weighted 

itemsets and UP Growth algorithm which finds high utility itemsets. Our proposed approach is to enhance the 

efficiency of mining infrequent itemsets in a transactional dataset, proposing a new methodology, which 

outcomes the better results than existing methodology. 

 

3.2 System Architecture 

In this paper the discovery of infrequent and weighted itemsets from transactional weighted data sets is 

proposed. The weighted itemset mining problem means mining of itemsets by considering weights associated 

with each item. A weight is associated with each data item and characterizes its local significance within each 

transaction. The significance of a weighted transaction, i.e., a set of weighted items, is commonly evaluated in 

terms of the corresponding item weights [10].  The discovery of interesting infrequent patterns in large datasets 

is one of the key issues related to the infrequent itemset mining. To solve this problem itemsets with high utility 

are mined.  

Here, IWI ,FPGrowth- like algorithms proposed for discovering infrequent itemsets by using weights for 

differentiating between relevant items and not within each transaction [4]. IWI-support measure is a weighted 

frequency of occurrence of an itemset in the given dataset. Cost function calculates the occurrence weights 

which is derived from the weights associated with items in each transaction by applying a given cost function. 

This converts the transactional dataset into weighted dataset. 
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Weight consideration for each distinct item in a transaction in independent manner adds effectiveness for 

finding infrequent itemset mining. 

 

A) Transactional Dataset: A transactional dataset is a collection of transactions where each transaction is a 

record of items[16]. 

B) Weighted Transactional Dataset: The weighted transactional dataset stores weighted values of each item in 

the transaction. Let I={i1,i2,…,im}  is a set of items then  weighted transactional dataset Tw is a set of weighted 

transactions, where each weighted transaction t
w

q  is a set of weighted items < ik,wk
q
> where wq is respected 

weight of item ik[4].. 

C) IWI Miner: The IWI Miner mines the infrequent weighted itemset using either IWI support min or IWI-

support-max thresholds. IWI Miner adopts an FP- tree like structure [4]. The Infrequent Weighted Itemset Miner 

algorithm (IWI miner) extracts all infrequent itemsets whose IWI-support satisfies the condition. The pseudo 

code of IWI miner is same as stated in [4]. IWI Miner performs the main FP-growth mining steps: 

(a) FP-tree creation  

(b) Recursive itemset mining from the FP tree index. Basic difference between FP-Growth and IWI Miner is 

that IWI Miner discovers infrequent weighted item sets instead of frequent ones.  

 

D) UP-Tree: To avoid scanning database repeatedly, a compact tree structure called UP-Tree is used .It 

maintains the information of transactions and high utility itemsets.  Each node of UP-Tree contains the item 

name, count of item, node utility value, name of parent node, link and a set of child nodes. Header table is used 

to the traversal of UP-Tree [33]. 

     

3.3 Algorithms 

 

A. UP-Growth (Utility Pattern Growth) algorithm:  

It is proposed for discovering high utility itemsets. UP-Tree is a compact tree structure used in this algorithm. It 

is proposed to store the necessary information of the transaction database related to the utility patterns. The 

pseudo code of UP Growth algorithm is same as stated in [32].High utility itemsets are then generated with only 

two scans of the database.  

The proposed method consists of three parts:  

1) Construction of UP-Tree by removing TWU(X) <= min sup 

2) Generation of the potential high utility itemsets (PHUI) from the UP-Tree by UP-Growth, 

3) Identification of high utility itemsets from the set of potential high utility itemsets. 

 

IV. RESULT 

Results of work done are as shown in some of the following output screen. Transactional dataset is input for the 

system. 

 

 
Fig 1 Transactional Dataset 

 
The weighted transactional dataset stores weighted values of each item in the transaction. 

 
Fig 2 weighted transactional dataset 
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Fig 3 Profit Table 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4 Transactional utility 

 

 
Fig 5 Recognized transaction and RTU values 

V. CONCLUSION 

Most of the past work has been done on computing frequent item sets than infrequent itemset though it has 

number of application in various fields like medical, intrusion detection, fraud detection etc. The discovery of 

interesting infrequent patterns in large datasets is one of the key issues related to the infrequent itemset mining.  

This paper addresses the discovery of infrequent and weighted itemsets with high utility from transactional 

weighted data sets  using UP growth algorithm. Algorithm scans the database only limited number of times. The 

proposed system algorithm considers the frequency of the itemsets as well as the utility associated with the 

itemsets. System algorithm improves the accuracy as compare to existing algorithms for infrequent itemsets. 
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